
Good Evening Everyone 

 

May I firstly welcome you all at the Annual General Meeting for the year 2016 of Air-Britain Stansted Branch 

here at St. John’s Church Hall, Stansted Mountfitchet. 

 

The AGM is, as you know, not simply a review of achievements – and occasional failures – over the past year 

but it is also the main opportunity for branch members to voice their thoughts, opinions, and most importantly, 

new ideas on how the branch might progress in the next 12 months.  

 

I was delighted that our 2016 programme had 5 Guest Speaker evenings  covering a wide range of topics, both 

civil and military, from WWII onwards. Regrettably, yet again, some of the audience numbers were very 

disappointing. It was also another year without any volunteer stepping forward to undertake the Guest Speaker 

Co-ordinator role. 

 

The remaining meetings were totally dependent upon the efforts of our members with their photographic images 

plus the annual quiz – won by Nigel Kemp - and the photo competition with Kevin Jarvis winning the Ground 

section and Andy Goldsmith the Air section and, after a countback, the overall trophy.  

 

Thanks to everyone involved at each and every meeting – your efforts are much appreciated.  

 

May I thank, as always, Bob Mulford - and his team of energetic contributors to the Newsletter which enjoyed 

yet another successful year enabling subscription levels to be held again for another 12 months.  

 

The branch website is well used – I know from experience as in 2016 I again received emails from people who 

had looked at the website and sought help, introductions, or were potential speakers advertising their services. 

Likewise some of our casual attendees at meetings had read about the speaker evening on our website. It goes 

without saying that the website is for the benefit of the branch and relies completely on branch members to keep 

it a dynamic and interesting site and hopefully encourage new members. We are indebted again to Michael 

Jones as webmaster. 

 

However, the big news was the start of a branch Facebook page by Andy Goldsmith and ably assisted by 

Michael. Over 250 members already and its attraction to the younger enthusiast has reaped its instant rewards 

for the branch with new faces at meetings in recent months. 

 

The other initiative was the successful introduction of  Stansted Branch Business Cards to hand out to 

enthusiasts that members meet at airfields etc. and I am aware that some recipients have not only subsequently 

joined our Facebook page but have also become full members of the branch. An excellent result. 

 

Another major annual event is the A-B Fly In and taking into account the bigger picture of why the Fly-In is 

held, 2016 was viewed as another major success by Malcolm Fillmore, Chairman, Air-Britain Trustees. The 

running of this event could not be undertaken without the active involvement of our branch members and I 

speak on behalf of Air-Britain when I say it is hoped the same level of support will be there this coming June.  

 

This leads me nicely into the traditional part of the Chair’s address of thanking and recognising some of our 

other members.  

 

Firstly, Alan Jones who has managed yet another very successful year persuading us to part with our money at 

meetings and managing the outgoings. I am personally delighted he will be standing for re-election. Many 

thanks Alan. 

 



Thanks too to Richard Jones for his unassuming manner as Secretary – another essential task – and who, 

likewise, I am delighted is standing for re-election. 

 

And I probably speak for everyone in saying another big thanks to both Alan and Richard for the free 

refreshments and biscuits at meetings. I for one much appreciate the coffee – and the ginger loaf - after a 35 

mile drive! 

 

Likewise a huge thanks to Andy Goldsmith for his iniative in creating and managing our branch Facebook page. 

This is a valuable tool for us in getting new and younger people interested in our branch and is unique amongst 

Air-Britain’s branches 

 

Finally, but not exclusively, may I record thanks to Nigel for always stepping into the breach when I have been 

absent from meetings and also identifying 3 of our Guest Speakers last year, plus organising the Photo 

Competition – superb support for me and the Committee. Also thanks to Derek Harknett for yet again running 

the branch stall at the Fly-In,  and to Phil Kemp for always being willing to assist me – even in his unfortunate 

enforced absence from meetings – when asked to do so, and last but not least to Kevin Jarvis for again looking 

after and transporting the kit to our meetings. 

 

For the first time as Chair I can report that in the past 4 or 5 months attendances at meetings are beginning to 

rise slowly, although despite all the hard work numbers at some meetings have barely double figures. Even a 

few of our Guest Speaker evenings have experienced poor numbers despite the fact that I place an entry in Air-

Britain News every month plus post on-line notification of guest speakers to over 1,000 A-B members through 

Air-Britain Information Exchange. Nigel also posts entries onto many specialist sites.  

 

Additional to this there I place publicity on aviation enthusiast on-line sites for Stansted and Southend – and a 

big thanks to the site owners for allowing this – plus we have attractive flyers placed at strategic sites. However, 

if short term results from Facebook continue in the same positive vein as in the past few months it is through 

this  – and possibly other social media sites – that may well dictate the future of this branch. 

 

An old message I know, but new faces, and returning faces, are needed if the branch is to remain viable in its 

current format and I seek everyone’s assistance and input to ensure the branch thrives rather than withers.  

 

As everyone knows 2017 is the Golden Anniversary of our branch and it was agreed to set up a small Working 

Party to discuss, liaise, and explore practical ways in which this momentous event can be celebrated by us all. 

The initial findings and recommendations for your approval – or otherwise - will be presented for open 

discussion later this evening. 

 

In conclusion, may I again thank everyone for their support to the branch during 2016, and to ask you all for 

your continued enthusiastic support in 2017. 

 

Thank you 

 

Brian Richards 

Chair, Air-Britain Stansted Branch 

 

St John’s Church Hall, Stansted Mountfitchet 

Tuesday 7
th

 March 2017 

 

 


